
The volumes produced are tailored to customers' needs.

Perfumes collection is the latest, unique collection of atractive 

flacons for luxury parfumery and cosmetic market. The design 

guideline is pure and products are result of brillance and perfection 

of our glass. All items can customized through comprehensive 

decoration techniques, which result in stunning visual e�ects. 

info@hrastnik1860.com

Steklarna Hrastnik focuses on flexible and excellent 

service, short time to the market and tailor-made 

solutions. The company  o�ers the full range of services , 

from idea to development, from design to delivery.

For 160 years Steklarna Hrastnik has been a renowned 

global partner in developing and manufacturing world-

class engineered glass products. Products are made out 

of top-quality extra white flint glass, distinguished by 

perfect crystal shine and being completely free of heavy 

metals, recognized by some as made of the clearest glass 

in the world.   The wide range of products includes 

premium bottles for spirit industry, bottles for cosmetic 

industry and tableware products. 

   

   

With more than 160 years of tradition Steklarna Hrastnik is a 

renowned global partner in developing and manufacturing 

world-class engineered glass products. It is famous for 

creating with one of the clearest glasses in the world and it is 

the daughter company of GlobalGlass Holding.

   

   

We create a wide array of products, including premium 

bottles for spirit industry, bottles for cosmetic industry and 

tableware products. All our products are distinguished by a 

perfect combination of style and quality in all ranges. 

Steklarna Hrastnik is a one-stop shop that o�ers the full 

range of services, from idea to development and from design 

to delivery, all while focusing on flexible and excellent 

service, quick arrival to the market and tailor-made 

solutions.



The name CALLISTA comesfrom 

Greek origin, and means „the most 

beautiful“. The thick base in the 

shape of „suspended bridge“ 

enhances the attractive e�ect of its 

repeated curves. A model comple-

tely in keeping with the times.

Its rounded and harmonious lines 

like a polished stone make it 

confortable to handle. FUJI 

admirably reflects  a feminine spirit 

and a certain taste for luxury but 

without pretence or a�ectation.

ANDY cultivates with talent 

contrasts its structured 

rectangular section and flat 

main sides are softened by a 

facing with rounded contours 

and generous glass base in the 

shape of teardrop. 

TOKYO is both singular and 

universal beauty.

A subtle mix of traditional 

Japanese design and more 

modern trends, here is the 

visual appeal of TOKYO bottle. 

With its refined elegance, the 

concave shape of its body.

Japanese design

The SULTANE name symbolizes 

precious beauty rituals. 

The shape of SULTANE 2 bottle 

is inspired by nature, its 

extremely pure design mirrors a 

water droplet. It’s all the matter 

of finding the right balance!

Valuable. Original.

Daring. Solid. Mysterious.

With a gentle round base, it 

promises accessibility and 

invites us to hold it in our 

As playful as hidden gorges 

and as mighty as the bridges 

over the TARA river. A natural 

pearl hiding purity, passion 

and a little bit of playful 

naughtiness.

The tradition of Swedish design is 

reflected in the cool, clean shape of 

this elliptical bottle, which exudes 

courage and stability. The TORNE 

bottle is still waiting to be discovered, 

and for your personal touch.

A bottle of soft, flowing lines that 

rise from a compact base. It 

resembles a magnificent ice surface 

and depicts the richness of the 

natural environment. Soft on the 

outside, full of life on the inside - like 

the KENAI river.

Nothing is as it seems.

Full of contradictions, like the 

LENA river. Playfully trickling in 

the upper reaches, smooth and 

calm in the lower. 

The cool lower part of the bottle 

seems like the calmness caught in 

an icy landscape, while the upper 

part represents the active and 

lively Russian tradition.  

A bottle with a male character but 

still mysterious like a woman. It has a 

distinctly flat shape and a rectangular 

base of clean lines.

The DUORO bottle has found 

inspiration in the river, the flow of 

which also draws a border.

www.hrastnik1860.com

PARIS
Being charming is its hobby

Being charming is its hobby

They say an artist has no home 

except in Paris. The beauty of 

the Paris bottle is shown in its 

elegant lines that represent 

calmness and home. Contrary 

to its composure the bottle 

design gives you charming 

possibilities that will blow your 

mind just like a night in Paris.

They say an artist has no home 

except in Paris. The beauty of the 

Paris bottle is shown in its elegant 

lines that represent calmness and 

home. Contrary to its composure the 

bottle design gives you charming 

possibilities that will blow your mind 

just like a night in Paris.

Collection

Always a good choice

They say an artist has no home 

except in Paris. The beauty of the 

Paris bottle is shown in its elegant 

lines that represent calmness and 

home. Bottle design gives you 

charming possibilities that will blow 

your mind just like a night in Paris.

Paris
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